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3 22 is American football player J.J. Watt in Houston, Dezhou birthday, although Watt was held last season because of a back injury,
but on the way after receiving treatment, he is also the rehabilitation work, the 28 year old Watt into the league in just 6 years, has
become a defensive player star level the injured, it is the biggest enemy of athletes, maybe this year his biggest birthday wish is to
continue playing for health. Reebok JJ I Trainer color light blue tone is the birthday to sway in the spindle, pigment ribbon, lace holes
on Liquid Foam liquid shock insole, outsole and lining area, little more like ink on the cake chocolate chips, and shoes with
performance configuration can refer to the previous station reported. Reebok JJ I Trainer is now available in a foreign color birthday?
Reebok official website purchase, men's shoes are priced 99.99 dollars, 74.99 dollars. 

Reebok also sends out the cake of training shoe appearance to bless Watt's birthday. 

I, never, thought, have, my, shoe, &, I, definitely, never, thought, I'd, a, birthday, cake, version, of, get, my, own, shoe., Crazy,..., Thank,
you, @Reebok, own, pic.twitter.com/axKWb5GobV
, I'd 
- JJ Watt (@JJWatt) March 22, 2017

source: WEARTESTERS / Chron

The 
adidas ZX Flux series has considerable diversity, and this time it was made of Weave weaving, with different textures. In addition, the
upper part can be sewed with different patterns through sewing threads, and the utility model becomes more interesting after
matching with the original shoes face. 

source: Eukicks

in the face of the upcoming Christmas brand? Under Armour also unveiled its products around the Christmas color, this time
exposure of the two pairs of Under Armour Anatomix Spawn? The Christmas color, Christmas red with a pair of iconic elements,
while the other two are elected on the brown shoe body collocation Plush it is reported that this has to do with, two color in American
stores selling limited limited. 

source: solecollector
?

Nike Special Field Air Force 1 Mid "White" in Taiwan in June 30th for specific shops sold, priced 4900 yuan for you, we currently
have announced prospecting shoe finishing selling dealer link in the Facebook way, the actual selling way and the place to store
transaction mechanism please announcement. The shoes sold more messages can also be a reference station listing report. 

is the world intellectual movement of 

source: Nike

Michael Jordan son Marcus Jordan conceived opened TROPHY ROOM shoes store, because his identity also let the store has not
yet opened in the shoe fans highly attention, while the day before finally officially in the United States Orlando Disney Springs
shopping park opened, selling the goods to Jordan Brand products as the main wall hangs Jordan precious family photos, like the
two sons of Jefferey, Marcus and Jasmine when traveling daughter Disney park to remain under the MJ Memorial, and his ex-wife's
photo and so on, just like home furnishings in general. Before we have the opportunity to visit Orlando in person, let's look at the
scene in the shop and see the scene through the photos shared by American shoe media Sneaker News. 

to the display wall ceiling height of a princess Air Jordan 1~30 placed on behalf of the whole series is suit for the store to create
special 1 of version 1 (more single real shoes as can refer to the Sneakerr News report, also in front of the wooden link) transparent
glass cabinet also has some unpublished rare styles of sale, such as Jordan Brand Justin Timberlake Legends of the Summer
"concert tour to create a series of shoes, Macklemore Air Jordan 6, Usher Ramond Usher Air Jordan, 3 golden Kobe Bryant player
version and Michael Jordan Pro signed memorabilia, that name is called TROPHY ROOM, there are some powerful exhibits is a very
normal thing (laughs). 



Marcus Jordan is to store consumer shoes fans signature, while the box wrote "Welcome To The Family", this should be is he
expected unique atmosphere through TROPHY ROOM to share with you. 

's Air Jordan 11 Low is expected to launch this year. (hey, sneaking! 
) 
's dad, Michael Jordan, appeared to congratulate his son, a preview of the night before the opening. 

2002 starred in "home shoe" Lil Bow Wow are also invited to the scene, he was not only in the movie as a accidentally picked up
Jordan shoes and have children in private overage skills, also Marcus and Jordan are good friends. 

live review film 

Stephen Curry - Under Armour Curry 4 Kevin Durant KD10 Klay Thompson - Nike - ANTA KT 2 Andre Iguodala Kobe A.D. LeBron -
Nike James - Nike LeBron Soldier 11 Kyrie Irving - Nike Kyrie 3 Tristan Thompson - Nike LeBron Soldier 11 David West Crazy
Bounce Deron - adidas Williams - Nike Kyrie 3 Richard Jefferson - Nike Zoom Rev 2017 Kevin Love - Nike Hyperdunk 2016 Kyle
Korver - Nike Kyrie 3 Draymond Green - Nike React Hyperdunk 2017 Flyknit Shaun Livingston - Nike Hyperdunk 2016 Patrick
McCaw KD10 J.R. Smith - Nike - Nike LeBron 13 Low

comprehensive training shoes Jordan Trunner name from Trainer and Runner combination, it is a pair of shoes is changing, from the
smooth profile gradually neat style, has varieties of tether shoelace, detachable foot support, slippers and other orientation, but the
same is separation shoes unique collar and in the design of bottom arch sag. One of the most popular is the 2000 second
generation, Jordan Trunner LX, to replace the lacing system with double straps, and the use of different materials to enrich the
uppers, even pure tone design does not feel monotonous, and the woven fabric instep, more to the original fixed support film tribute
means, eye-catching Volt fluorescent color through the shoes, and the material is reflected in heel point, perhaps Jordan Trunner LX
is to point to accord with the special color tone. 

Jordan Trunner LX Energy 'Volt' color is currently available in major foreign distributors, priced at 140 euros, model 917424-705. 

source: HANON

custom shoes in recent years more and more popular, the master of natural Aochu fame by many popular brands, this time with
SBTG Puma from Singapore and Japan's well-known shoe store Mita sneakers three party jointly launched the "First Contact" series
of cooperation, the artists will be familiar to him military style into Clyde above, the overall design is still very recognizable, contrast
details of the site to do is quite distinctive, the two models will be sold on 11/14, SBTG and 11/20, 21, will participate in Puma
special activities in Harajuku store, want to contact with idol friends can look at the reference. 

news source: shoesmaster
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